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WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THE SUPPORT OF ALL OF OUR SPONSORS.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUED CONTRIBUTIONS.

WWW.ELEMENTBRANDING.CO.ZA

www.letterb.co.za
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Dear guests

Now in its third year and the sixth event we have held, the ArtAngels initiative continues to gain momentum. With over
R7,8 million raised to date (R6.3 million for the benefit of the Click Foundation), the results have been overwhelming and
we’d once again like to start by expressing our deepest gratitude to all involved.

To understand the real value of our investment into the development of education in this country, I regularly visit many of the
schools and centres the Click Foundation assists. Witnessing first-hand the profound impact we are having on teachers and
learners has been a humbling and motivating experience. Not only are they thoroughly enjoying working with the Reading
Eggs programme (as you will see from the many personal stories in the catalogue) but there has also been a significant
improvement in literacy and comprehension across the board. Along with the achievement of higher grades, it is the clear
attitude shift in learners that teachers and volunteers have noted. Increased confidence, self-belief and a willingness to
persevere are some of the ‘softer’ benefits learners are experiencing. The introduction of technology has thus had a far
greater influence on education than we had imagined, inspiring us to set even more ambitious goals for the coming year!

While it is important to appreciate the impact our efforts are having, the ArtAngels events themselves are ultimately about
having some fun. Once again we are privileged to have magnificent pieces up for auction from many of the finest South
African artists. Our local culinary talent is on display as top chefs showcase their delicious cuisine, and, as always, live music
is sure to keep us partying until the wee hours in this beautiful setting.

We thank you for attending and look forward to spending this time with you.

Nicola Harris
Ellerman House / Click Foundation
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Established in 2012 as an educational skunkworks, The Click Foundation has been testing innovative technology-based
solutions with the aim of meaningfully impacting education for individuals.
Since our inception, we have been working with a foundation-phase English literacy programme called Reading Eggs, which
supports the initial acquisition of literacy skills. The objective of the programme is to help learners achieve English literacy
proficiency at an age-appropriate level and beyond.
Independent evaluation at the end of 2013 confirmed that learners in the selected Click Foundation project schools
outperformed learners in control schools on both written (67.1% vs 52.3%) and oral (38.2% vs 32.4%) reading tests.
These phenomenal results encourage us to continue on our drive to enhance education in South Africa through the use of
technology.

ARTANGELS 2013 FEEDBACK
One of our primary fundraising sources is the ArtAngels initiative. Since the launch of ArtAngels we have raised over
R5.8million, (excluding the recent Ellerman House event which raised a further R1.9 million). This funding has enabled the
Click Foundation to increase its reach by over 4,350 kids to a total of 7,428 learners through, inter alia, the following:
Expansion of Reading Eggs to an additional 10 environments (40 in total)
Purchase of 106 new computers (4 mobile chargeable trolleys with 20 laptops each + 6 laptops + 20 desktops)
Creation of 32 facilitator roles for unemployed youth and parents since inception
Training of over 200 teachers and facilitators involved with the learners in 2014

2015 PLANS
Given the ongoing success we aim to achieve the following in 2015:
Reach over 13,000 learners across the country by saturating our existing partners
Purchase an additional 200+ computers to enable this saturation
Reduce the cost per learner per year from around R840 in 2014 to R630 as we achieve economies of scale
Create meaningful strategic partnerships that will adopt the model within their environments
Train the teachers to be better literacy teachers through the use of technology and technology-based resources
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FACTS

johannesburg

1,678

mpumalanga

2,017

2014
western cape

2,163

AUG

NATIONAL

2012

2013

2014

LEARNERS

807

3,060

7,428

PARTNER ENVIRONMENTS

13

27

40

TEACHERS & FACILITATORS TRAINED

45

100

241

5

18

33

NEW JOBS CREATED

1%

AUG

2014

10

self sustaining

284

AUG

NUMBER OF LEARNERS PER REGION

pretoria

1,286

grade 7-12 & other

10% after school

21% grade 4-6

28% rural

83% school

66% grade 1-3

36% township

7%

12% nursery & grade R

36% urban

ecd

The 2015 budget indicates the cost of adding approximately 5,500 learners in the environments in which we already operate.
Growth in new environments will also be pursued in appropriate environments where funding is available.

No. of learners on Reading Eggs
No. of computers purchased
No. of computers available
No. of environments
Infrastructure costs

2013A

2014B

2015F

821

2 858

7 805

13 230

-

118

146

244

120

478

995

1 246

13

25

42

42

R41 438

R774 575

R1 188 240

R1 765 767

R501 337

R1 456 735

R3 310 406

R4 683 891

Central Costs

R1 407 761

R1 784 434

R3 261 268

R3 558 025

Total Budget

R1 950 536

R4 015 744

R7 759 914

R10 007 683

R2 325

R1 134

R842

R623

Operating Costs

Operating cost/learner*
*Excludes infrastructure cost
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WORDS FROM OUR TEACHERS AND FACILITATORS

“Learners need to have structure in their learning experience and Reading Eggs provides a variety of structured lessons
where they can explore safely. There’s a lot of auditory and visual perception in the programme which helps to reinforce
learning content. Fine motor skills improve very fast once the little ones understand how the mouse and arrows on the
keyboard work. Their concentration improves - one of the girls who couldn’t concentrate in class is now a pleasure. The
overall outcome is accelerated learning and enthusiastic kids!”
Amorie van Straaten, Literacy Instructor, Oosteind Primary School, Pretoria
“We are so grateful to The Click Foundation, not only for the computers but for the access to learning through computers
that our learners now have. They absolutely love their computer lessons and, as a school, we are amazed at the
improvement we have seen not only in academic performance but also in confidence and behaviour. Learners quietly
queue up to enter the computer lab and once they have their headphones on they are lost in their little worlds. We wish
every school had this kind of access to learning. This is how school should be – FUN!”
Mr Ishmael Mashau, Principal, HA Jack Primary School, Johannesburg
“We have seen huge benefits since the introduction of Reading Eggs. Our learners are more comfortable with English,
write with more confidence and their sentence structuring has improved. I like the fact that learners with learning
difficulties are also accommodated. What has happened now is that our learners are doing better in English than in
Afrikaans – and Afrikaans is their Home Language! Their computer skills have improved dramatically and there has
been an increased interest in reading. As a teacher it is making my job much easier because learners can read and
their pronunciation has improved. The visual stimulation through the programme means their English books are looking
better than their Afrikaans books. We have seen a marked decrease in absenteeism on days of Reading Eggs classes”.
Mrs Abrahamse, Foundation Phase Head, Lynedoch Primary School, Stellenbosch
“The children are picking up letters quickly and are remembering the activities they did with Reading Eggs. They think
faster and are much more interested in reading books! The programm encourages stronger learners whilst still allowing
the weaker learners a chance to catch up. In my Grade R class one of the learners is already able to read 3 letter words
and make associations of the words.”
Faith Simalenga, Grade R Teacher, Sunnyside Primary School Pretoria
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“I worked with Reading Eggs at HA Jack for 2 years. I saw what a great difference it was making with the children and
when I got offered another job to run the computer room at Orange Grove Primary School, the first thing I wanted to do
was bring Reading Eggs to the children there.”
Kagiso Molapo, Facilitator, Orange Grove Primary School

From never having used a computer before in
over 30 years of teaching, six months on and the
introduction of Reading Eggs has had a profound
impact not only on the learners but also on
Sareth: “I am so proud of what I have achieved. I
never thought that at 55 I would learn how to use
a computer. Now I am at the same level as my
learners, who are all doing so well on Reading
Eggs. My job as a teacher is so much easier. I am
very keen to learn more.”
Sareth Chilwane, Grade 1 Teacher, Phakane Primary

Sareth Chilwane, 55 years old – teacher for more than 30 years
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WORDS FROM OUR LEARNERS
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Thimna Manqonyana, Ikaya Primary, Kayamundi, Grade 1
Thimna is repeating Grade 1 this year. Since she was introduced to Reading
Eggs, her marks have improved. She says that the programme is helping her to
improve her English, count in English and pronounce and spell English words
properly. When the teacher tells them they are going to write an English spelling
test, it makes her a little bit nervous but her confidence has grown since she
started with Reading Eggs. For her first test on the programme, she got 87%.

“What I love most about the lessons is that it is similar to my school activities
and if I make a mistake, the programme corrects me immediately”.
Pearl Mtumane, Zwelisha Primary School, Mpumalanga, Grade 6

Pearl started Reading Eggs when she was in Grade 6. She said having an active computer centre has made such a
difference in her life. “I didn’t know how to read but the time I have now spent on the computer helped me to learn. It’s
helped lots of other learners too with English and using the computer. I am glad that I am being taught how to use a computer.”
Ulenda Mkhonza, Chakaza Primary School, Mpumalanga, Grade 5

“I started Reading Eggs as soon as it was introduced in my school in July 2012. It was not easy in
the beginning but as we understood it better I got very excited by the programme. I have learnt many
things. I can read and write in English. My listening, story writing and confidence skills have also grown.”
Tshwarelo, Arekopaneng, Orange Farm, Special Needs
Tshwarelo is one of the very energetic learners in his class. He says the one thing he loves about Reading Eggs is that he
can always go back and do the lesson and sing and communicate with each of the activities. He is impressed by the musical
activities because he loves music. He loves speaking and expressing himself and Reading Eggs really helps him speak
English properly. He has always found English comprehension a struggle but since using the programme this has improved.
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Candice van Wyk, Lynedoch Primary, Stellenbosch, Grade 4

Candice says she loves the Reading Eggs programme because it helps
her to learn English. She understands better now when reading and she
can speak with more confidence. She is also more interested in reading.

“To be able to spell difficult words is going to help me in the future”

Vuyisile Dlamini. Kameeldrift Early Learning Centre, Hartebeespoort,
Grade R

“I am six years old and am learning to read with Reading Eggs on a computer.
We started in March 2014 and I have just finished the first map, did the quiz
and received my first certificate. I liked the quiz very much and I like to read
sentences. I have earned 357 eggs so far.”

Inga Bokosi, Mseki Primary, Gugulethu, Grade 2
Inga loves the programme because it makes him read and write in English.

“When I write in English I think about the programme and things start to flow
in class. My results have improved. Now I am excelling in English - I got a
distinction! I scored a 7, which is the highest achievement.”
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CARL JEPPE

Scaffolds, 2104
Willow charcoal on Fabriano
145 x 106 cm
Estimated value: R16,000 – R19,000
Donated by the artist

When I’m not drawing or painting figures or portraits, I immerse myself in landscapes. These are taken almost exclusively from my imagination and
memory, and are often brooding, threatening and precarious. I want to create a sense of anticipation and drama. I believe that every work that an
artist produces is autobiographical. No person, artist or otherwise, can avoid being influenced by the circumstances surrounding them, whether it’s
the threat of war in a far off land, crime in your own neighbourhood or concerns of a financial or personal nature. We are all the products of our
environment and the well-being of that environment depends upon how each one of us interacts with it. We could add to the problems, help to relieve
them, or simply accept things the way they are. As artists, our purpose and responsibility is to highlight the issues surrounding us and present them
honestly in visual, literary or musical terms, so that viewers are alerted to alternative possibilities.
Carl Jeppe was born in Krugersdorp, South Africa in 1949. He attended St. John’s College in Johannesburg and studied Fine Art at Technikon
Pretoria, (now Tshwane University of Pretoria). After working as a property maker at P.A.C.T. for three years, Carl, his wife Lynn and two friends (all
Technikon Alumni) opened their own art school, Art Studios Pretoria, where he developed a love for teaching and increased his passion for drawing.
In 1981 Carl was appointed as a full-time staff member of Technikon Pretoria and has remained with the institution ever since. He obtained his Higher
Diploma in 1984 and, on a part-time basis, he presented weekly life drawing lectures at the University of Pretoria from 1988 until 2002. In 2000 he
was invited to present lectures and workshops at Michigan State University. Carl has had solo exhibitions in Johannesburg, Pretoria and White River
and has taken part in over 80 group exhibitions. In 2012 he was a guest artist at the Rotary Hyde Park Art Fair. His work is represented in collections
worldwide. Carl has made opening speeches at many exhibitions, both for individual artists and at group shows and has been on judging panels
for several competitions, including New Signatures, Absa Atelier, Art Alive, Centurion Arts Association artist of the year, The Pretoria Eisteddfod,
Webber Wentzel Young Artists Awards and the Watercolour Society of South Africa. Carl retired from TUT to pursue his art career, although he was
retained to lecture part–time for two years. Not content with teaching only at TUT, Carl loves the challenge of presenting drawing workshops wherever
possible, and has done so at Phokeng near Rustenburg, Thapong in Botswana, in Bethal and Nelspruit in Mpumalanga and in Clarens, Free State.
He holds regular drawing workshops in Parkhurst, Johannesburg and in Pretoria at the Battissphere, Pretoria Boys High School. Carl has completed
several portrait commissions, including Adelaide Tambo, Dr. Carol-Anne Benn, Leigh Bennie, Enver Surty, Naledi Pandor and Heyneke Meyer.
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LYNETTE TEN KROODEN

MELTDOWN/ Tipping point (Gaia series)
Oil on canvas
100 x 100 cm
Estimated value: R38,000 – R44,000
Donated by the artist

Since my training as an artist and archeologist, I have been fascinated with the earth, its formations and the ever-changing eco systems which
mankind might influence, but never completely destroy or alter. We are merely a tiny blip in the vast universe and after we have left, Gaia will
always rejuvenate herself…she only needs Time on her side. I always say that we should carry a compass on our arms for direction as we cannot
do anything about the universal systems of Time and Space. We are only visitors here; Gaia tolerates us, nurtures us and gives us the wonderful
opportunity to experience her micro and macro cosmos.
MELTDOWN/Tipping point maps the geological eroding and transformation in the Iceland glaciers. Traveling for many years over the deserts, forests
and waters of Africa, has made me acutely aware of our eroding and ever-evolving planet. Rainforests are disappearing and deserts expanding.
When you touch a melting glacier, or see how the dust sediments of the Iceland volcano have left sedimentary lines for future generations to discover
and explain, you cannot be ignorant of the stance of mankind in the destruction of our fascinating earth. The future of our existence on this planet
depends on how humanity deals with the nexus of energy and economics. Remembering the miracle of transformation might make mankind aware
of our fragile existence and our engine of consumption.
Lynette ten Krooden is a fulltime artist with B.A. Fine arts credentials from the University of Pretoria, South Africa. For 13 years she lectured at the
Tshwane University of Technology and is currently a guest lecturer at the University of Pretoria. Lynette is an academic and world-class traveller,
having left her footprints over the patterned lava rocks of South Africa; from Petra (Jordan) to Timbuktu, the Sahara desert to the Fiji Islands. Her
excursions reveal her awareness of time as an agent of change, information and the fragility of mankind.
She has held 35 solo exhibitions and participated in various group shows both locally and internationally. Her work is represented in numerous
corporate and private collections and her commissions stretch from the Fiji Islands to the Middle East.
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BAMBO SIBIYA

Luria III, 2014
Mixed Media
115 x 86 cm
Edition of 10
Estimated value: R16,000 – R19,000
Donated by the artist

“My work talks about the general issues affecting women in life. I often deal with difficult domestic and social issues involving the relationship
between men and women in my community. I find children are my refuge – I always talk to them for fun stories after the hard issues I cover in the
daily development of my work. So I think of children as a resting space. I love their characters, they always put a smile on my face and recharge me
after the hard discussions I have with their parents. This work depicts one of the children I have engaged with.”
Bambo Sibiya completed a Design certificate at Benoni Technical College in 2005 and, together with a friend, opened a small graphic design business
where they created logos and pamphlets for local entrepreneurs. In 2008 he was offered a full bursary to Artist Proof Studio. As a student Sibiya was
encouraged to develop his personal content through cultural and art-historical research as well as by participating in social advocacy programmes.
He began to etch poignant compositions of poverty in his local community. His subsequent themes, based loosely on the experience of his mother,
led to an accomplished series concerning single mothers as heads of their households. Bambo lived with a culture of alcoholism, growing up amidst
the breakdown of his own family structure. Many of his prints depict mothers as the most elevated figures in his compositions, conveying the message
that despite hardship and unemployment, women still manage to find ways to feed their families, nurture and protect their children and keep their
families in relative security.
He has received a number of awards including the Gerald Sekoto Award for the most promising artist in the 2012 L’Atelier art competition and the
Arts and Culture Trust Award 2012.
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SAREL PETRUS

Icosahedron No.4, 2014
Bronze, steel wire and sandstone
Unique
58 x 25 x 20 cm
Estimated value: R22,000 – R26,000
Donated by the artist

My works are trophies for the lives of others, even though their stories are unknown to me. These unknown stories create spaces for us to fill in our
own experiences and they thus become metaphors for our memories and emotions. I select found objects for their visual impact and for the stories
they don’t tell. Each object retains its own secret past. Our own end, death and decay might be predictable and unavoidable, but the paths we take
and the distances we travel are clear.
Sarel Petrus lives and works in Pretoria, South Africa and has exhibited in many group exhibitions across South Africa in the last twelve years. His
exhibition schedule, coupled with his passion for hiking and rock climbing, means that he frequently travels to cities and isolated places. In addition,
he allows himself journeys of the mind into the strange relationship between traditional and throw-away culture and what is left of nature as humans
and other species fight for existence. City and town dwellers, largely cut off from natural continuity and natural spaces, are mostly unaware of what
they leave behind wherever they go. But human existence and the natural environment are linked through timeless, hidden convergences of what we
lack and what we have in surfeit. In his work, Sarel refers to an obscure past to imagine a new voice for the abstract realities of objects.
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PHILLEMON HLUNGWANI

Ndhawu Ya Kurhula I, 2009
Print
89 x 179 cm
Edition 20 of 20
Estimated value: R43,000 to R50,000
Donated by the artist

Phillemon Hlungwani applies his technical ability as a draughtsman by using charcoal on paper to explore new ideas around his culture and the
journeys of everyday life. Spirituality is a recurring theme in his charcoal drawings and dry-point etchings and the images are often filled with majestic
trees. His work explores his relationship with the environment.
Hlungwani was born in 1975 in Limpopo Province. He obtained first class in Art in Matric and went on to the Johannesburg Art Foundation to study
a Fine Art course and subsequently the Artist Proof Studio to study printmaking under the mentorship of Kim Berman, the late Nhlahla Xaba and
Osiah Masukameng.
Today, Hlungwani is one of the most promising young artists in South Africa. He is an extremely talented and dedicated artist who has cemented his
importance in the art world through the consistent production of relevant and inspired works. His landscape images refer to the self, family and history
- personal and general - functioning as a type of documentation of his background. The mark making process is one of great import to Hlungwani’s
work and his line carries with it an energy that reveals his great passion.
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BRUCE BACKHOUSE

Watercolour on 640gms fabriano
93 x 73 cm each
Estimated value: R47,000 – R52,000
Donated by the artist
Hilltop Town: Tuscany, 2011

Eight Days in Tuscany, 2011

Bruce Backhouse is a full-time artist based in Johannesburg. He focuses primarily on landscapes, executed in watercolour and oil. Backhouse
believes the modern visual ability of the viewer far exceeds any other period in history. Technology, in the form of multimedia, television, email and
SMS, has expanded our ability to comprehend and our desire for more complex visual stimulation. The notion of editing in the minds eye is a key
focus, he likes to supply the viewer with as much information as possible. You might have several views of the same landscape from different points
and under different weather conditions, which allows the viewer the ability to zoom in and out of the visual space from different perspectives.
“The single snap shot of one time is now a multiple view landscape, relating directly to our environment in the technological age and the viewers’
growing visual sophistication”.
His influences are critical to his thought process and range from Andy Warhol and Jim Dine as urban artists, to David Hockney and Steinberg for
their colours and line and use of mark.
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MJ LOURENS

Plant iv, 2013
Acrylic on board
70 x 90cm
Estimated value: R21,000 – R25,000
Donated by the artist

The work ‘Plant iv’ affirms my fascination with industry and its relation to the landscape. Factories are traditionally seen as unattractive and having a
destructive impact on the natural surroundings. Industry remains something that is undeniable to our way of living but still possesses a kind of beauty.
MJ Lourens was born in Pretoria, South Africa, in 1973. He studied Fine Art Sculpture at the University of Pretoria from 1992 to 1996.
His body of work includes paintings, sculptures and film, having exhibited in several prominent galleries around South Africa. MJ has also directed
and produced films such as DIE RIT/THE DRIVE (2009), PROGNOSE/PROGNOSIS (2008) and PA/FATHER (2006), which was screened at the
Commonwealth Film Festival and was in the official selection of the African International Film Festival, Tariva, Spain. MJ’s films can be viewed at
www.prefab.co.za. MJ lives and works in Cape Town, South Africa.
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NIC BLADEN

Mimetes Chrysanthus (Golden pagoda/ Gouestompie), 2011
Bronze and Silver
63.0 x 41.5 x 23.5 cm
Year: 2011
Estimated value: R65,000 – R78,000
Donated by the artist

Nic’s piece for ArtAngels is one of his extraordinary botanical sculptures, which demonstrate the technique he pioneered of casting entire plants in
bronze and sterling silver. This unique work speaks at once of the inherent fragility as well as the amazing resilience of nature.
Nic Bladen was born in 1974 in Pretoria. He trained in the field of Dental Technology, a discipline that requires incredible precision and attention to
detail. After working for eight years making gold and porcelain crowns in various dental laboratories in South Africa and the UK, Nic developed an
interest in sculpture and began working at the Bronze Age Foundry, learning large scale bronze casting as well as all aspects of metalwork.
Bladen pioneered a way of developing perfect castings of organic matter and his works have been shown across South Africa as well as in Amsterdam,
Basel and New York.
Nic’s recent solo exhibition, ‘Peninsula,’ (held last year at the Everard Read Gallery), focused on the richness of botanical diversity that surrounds his
Simons Town studio, situated within the heart of the Cape Floral Kingdom. For this show, concessions from land-owners on the peninsula enabled
Bladen to harvest such rarities as a Blue disa and the endemic Serruria villosa.
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KERRI-JANE EVANS

Œ no angel Œ KJ 390
Oil on aluminum
50 x 50 cm
Estimated value: R43,000 to R50,000
Donated by the artist

Born in Johannesburg, Kerri studied painting at Rhodes University and has painted full time since then. In 2001 she joined The Everard Read Gallery
and exhibits with them annually. To date she has had 9 solo shows and has taken part in several group exhibitions in South Africa and abroad. She
is a figurative painter committed to discovering, learning and evolving with the qualities and potential of oil paint.
“The painting process is all important to me. I do not plan my work; it begins without the conditioning of an idea or concept. It is through the action
of painting that the compositions arrive, the figures move and adjust in relationship… they come and go and are my primary vehicle of expression.
Figurative representation is where I find my greatest delight, that sense of pleasure and identification with the emotional aspects of life.
Figures move through their own, most often, bare space. They emerge without imagery or symbol, devoid of inheritance and isolate moments of
movement through a long narrative of inner and outer conflict, addressing the need for resolution and harmony.
In this very act of painting, the energetic stillness in the physical application of paint – subtle ‘felt’ perceptions arise causing my imagination to grow.
The movement of thought, idea, relationship, my relationship with the painting, with the world in me and around me…the images unfold through this
dynamic and become the journey, the way to comprehending the self.”
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DENBY MEYER

Lifesavers on Lookout, 2013
Acrylic on canvas
63 x 86 cm
Estimated value: R67,000 – R80,000
Donated by the artist

“My work is really about impressions of moments - of moods and feelings, which I try to emulate through colour and light. When I paint a scene I
want to feel that I am stepping back into that time, so that the viewer and I are able to feel it through the senses. This is on the beach at Plettenberg
Bay - one of those days when you have to squint to see because of the sun, but with a wind that just keeps it from being warm.”
Denby Meyer was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1966. She was educated at Woodmead High School and the Johannesburg School of the
Arts and completed her studies in the USA,and at the University of Cape Town, with a Liberal Arts Degree. Meyer became a professional artist in
the late 1990s. Perhaps her best training came from growing up in and around the studio of her father, South Africa´s foremost realist painter, John
Meyer. It comes as no surprise then that she has manifested a similar penchant and aptitude for realism.
Denby Meyer’s work represents a personal view of the world that we live in and the effect we have on it. The human stamp is to be found everywhere
we look. Nowhere is untouched by mankind’s presence. Meyer’s work is about that immutable link. The social connection with our environment, its
effect on our behaviour and the manner in which we react to it, leaves an indelible stain that forever changes the landscape we inhabit. Her paintings
emphasise this connection.
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NORMAN CATHERINE

Piscivorous Maquette, 2013
Bronze
52 x 25 x 18 cm
Estimated value: R67,000 – R80,000
Donated by the artist

Norman Catherine was born in East London, South Africa in September 1949.
In 1969 he held his first solo exhibition consisting of oil paintings on wood, bone, wire and an assortment of found objects. His art has since
undergone several metamorphoses, from the pristine airbrush paintings of the 70s to the frenzied, ritualistic mixed media works of the early and mid
80s; the wire sculptures and tin can works of the late 80s and the primitive-futuristic paintings of the early 90s, which provided the seeds for his premillennial menagerie of anthropomorphic beasts.
In the thirty years spanning his past and present output, Catherine’s visual trademarks have included rough-edged comical and nightmarish forms,
rendered in brash cartoon colours. His idiosyncratic vision – a combination of dark cynicism and exuberant humour, as well as his innovative use of
everyday materials, has secured his place at the forefront of South African contemporary art.
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LIONEL SMIT

Morph #2, 2014
Mixed Media on Canvas, 2014
150 x 150 cm
Estimated value: R220,000 to R255,000
Donated by the artist

The figures in Smit’s works speak of hybridity made manifest in the body of the Cape Malay woman, who personifies that multifarious quality so
deeply entrenched in what it means to be human. Seized for a brief moment in paint, these works embrace the contrary and yet complimentary
aspects of how we see and experience ourselves within the framework of history as well as destiny.
Lionel Smit was born in Pretoria, South Africa in 1982. He started developing and exhibiting straight after art school at Pro Arte Alphen Park. Smit is
best known for his contemporary portraiture executed through monumental canvasses and sculptures.
Smit is considered one of South Africa’s youngest investment artists. He exhibits locally and abroad and is currently showing at art fairs in Amsterdam,
Germany, India, Miami, Monaco, London and Hong Kong. Over the past ten years he has established a substantial international following with
collectors ranging from the Standard Chartered Bank to Laurence Graff Art Collection at Delaire Graff Estate.
One of Smit’s paintings has been exhibited at the National Portrait Gallery, where it was chosen as the ‘face’ of the BP Portrait Award 2013. He was
recently honoured with a Ministerial Award from the Department of Culture for Visual Art and a highlight of his career has been the publication of one
of his paintings on the cover of Christie’s Auction Catalogue.
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ERIC DUPLAN

Ancient Future N’4, 2012
160 cm x 180 cm
Oil on canvas
Estimated value: R70,000 – R90,000
Donated by the artist

“ In this work I played with areas/islands embracing & fighting with each other...merging to finally co-habitat.”
Eric Duplan was born in Bayonne, France in 1962. He spent nine years in advertising before turning to painting full time in 1990.
Duplan’s mapping of the city becomes a form of individualist symbolic language that, in an abstract way, relates to journey, discovery and road,
always probing deeper and stripping off the layers of the city. His work deals with a kind of post-urban condition where life is restless, disrupting the
state of being in-between places or liminality.’ Professor Elfriede Dreyers
Duplan’s work is represented in numerous collections including UNISA, Old Mutual, Webber Wentzel, Mbombela Council, IBM SA, Bellingham,
Rooth & Wessels & MAP. He works from his studio in Pretoria.
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DEBORAH BELL

Ubu Series, 2004
Dry point and chine colle
49 x 34 cm (each)
Set of 8
Edition 2 of 50
Estimated value: R110,000 – R130,000
Donated by the artist

Deborah Bell is one of South Africa’s most acclaimed artists. A transcendent sculptor, painter and printmaker, she has worked with a great variety
of mediums during her career and has collaborated on various projects that are considered historically important. She has worked alongside
contemporaries and pioneers of the resistance art movement such as William Kentridge and Robert Hodgins. Two of these collaborations resulted in
UBU 101 and Little Morals, two very significant print collections that benchmarked the resistance movement.
UBU 101 is a tribute to the play Ubu Roi by Alfred Jarry. The play’s characters Pa Ubu and Ma Ubu became synonymous with tyranny, amorality and
those that abuse power. In this print series, the three artists delve into the issues that Ubu has come to represent. Bell comments on the violence and
horror constantly affecting the African continent and uses the Ma and Pa Ubu characters to represent the deceit and atrocity that happened during
apartheid in South Africa. Bell’s Little Morals print collection is a series of eight works which, unlike Hodgins and Kentridge’s works, each depict their
own narrative with a common thread of being a spectator or witness. Along with the artist’s personal experiences, the works carry references to
Goya, Picasso and Babylonian relief sculpture. The works on auction reflect the beginnings of the Caversham Press and reflect Bell’s perceptions
and responses to South Africa during the years between late apartheid and the transition into South Africa’s new democracy.
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BENON LUTAAYA

Sense of Self, 2014
Acrylic on canvas
90cm x 60cm

Estimated value: R57,000 – R66,000
Donated by the artist

Benon’s work aims to communicate the complexity of human conditions and issues pertaining to influences in our society today, in an effort
to encourage deeper reflection and awareness. His subject matter is referenced from the collage of his own personal life experiences. These
experiences are not only about suffering but also include triumph of the human spirit.
Benon Lutaaya is a Ugandan-born (1985), Johannesburg-based visual artist. He started his professional career in 2010, primarily as a paper collage
artist but is equally adept at working with acrylics, oil or mixed media.
Benon is one of the most sought-after young talents in South Africa today. Since 2011, he has been on a wave of sell-out shows punctuated by a
strong following both locally and internationally. Through his firm belief that art has the power to transcend barriers, empower dreams and change
lives, he has donated over R280 000 to different worthy charity and art causes in South Africa in the past two years alone.
Benon is the founder of the Benon Lutaaya Foundation, a not-for-profit grant-awarding organisation for the arts and charity causes that contribute to
our community in a positive way through his art. Benon is a recipient of the Ithuba arts fund, winner of the Lovell Tranyl Art Trophy, recipient of the
international artist residency award at the Bag Factory and finalist of the BBC MyWorld documentary competition.
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LWANDISO NJARA

PlayStation 1, transformation of the Xhosa ancestral spiritual identity, 2013
Concrete and steel
91.5 x 38.5 x 115cm. (incl. Base)
Estimated value: R11,500 – R15,000
Donated by the artist

The sculpture traces the roots of Njara’s childhood exposures to spirituality. It deconstructs the origins of a double identity where a Christian ethos
has been imposed upon a faded background of the Xhosa traditional African ancestral spiritual identity.
“During my younger years in a Roman Catholic pre-school, my teacher often transposed various Christian doctrines into basic playful games or
scenarios in order to make sure everyone in the class began with the same practical understanding of the Christian religious doctrines. The sculpture
was inspired by the games we used to play during my boyhood years.”
Njara was born in 1987 in Libode, Eastern Cape. He obtained a B-tech in Fine Arts and a National Diploma from the Tshwane University of
Technology. Njara has exhibited at numerous shows throughout South Africa. He received first prize in the 2012 Thami Mnyele Fine Arts Award and,
the same year, a merit award in the Pretoria Portland Cement (PPC) Young Sculptor Award Competition (he was runner up in 2009).
Njara was commissioned to create bronze cast trophies for the 2014 Absa Cape Epic. His works feature in a number of private and public collections
including the Pretoria Portland Cement (PPC) offices in Sandton Johannesburg and in Pretoria, the St. Lorient Fashion & Art gallery, the President’s
Bryntirion Estate, Unisa Art Gallery, Eduardo Villa Museum, The University of Pretoria and the Fried Contemporary Art Gallery.
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SAM NHLENGETHWA

Train Station Waiting Room II
Print
42.5 x 53.5 cm
Test Proof 1 of 3
Estimated value: R28,000 – R33,000
Donated by the artist

Sam Nhlengethwa was born in Springs, South Africa in 1955 and currently lives and works in Johannesburg. In 1978 he received a Fine Art diploma
from Rorke’s Drift Art Centre in Natal. After graduating, he taught part-time at the Federative Union of Black Artists (FUBA) in Johannesburg.
Currently FUBA provides instruction in music, singing, fine arts and theatre for more than 3,000 children every month.
Once seen as one of South Africa’s leading resistance artists, Nhlengethwa has grown and adjusted the style and content of his works to explore
other themes such as music and the mechanics of everyday living. He works with found printed images from posters and magazines in his pieces,
including his recollections of township life. As Nhlengethwa was urban-born, he relates intimately to township existence, not only in his collages but
also in his prints.
Nhlengethwa has received various prestigious awards throughout his career.
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NELSON MAKAMO

Staring Ahead, 2014
Charcoal and acrylic paint on paper
81.5 X 119 cm
Estimated value: R36,000 – R42,000
Donated by the artist

“My subject matter consists of numerous young boys, as well as young male adults. They represent a stage in life which I have passed through so I
feel I can reflect better on their issues as I have experienced them.”
Known for his colourful portraits, Nelson Makamo is a celebrated young South African artist currently working in Johannesburg. Staring Ahead is
part of his latest series of works, A New Lease on Life. Portraying mostly children in his portraits, his subjects wear accessories such as oversized
brightly coloured glasses, cell phones, headphones, neck ties, bow ties and bags. Bright and playful colours reflect the youth of his subjects and the
diversity that surrounds him.
Nelson Makamo was born in Nylstroom (now Modimolle) in Limpopo in 1982 and moved to Johannesburg to join the Artist Proof Studio in 2003. He
was the recipient of the Johnson & Johnson bursary (2005) and the Pinpointone Human Resources Scholarship (2005).
Makamo was Art South Africa’s Seventh Bright Young Thing in 2007 and has recently won the Klipdrift Gold Artists Award. He has exhibited in
group and solo exhibitions in South Africa, France, Italy, America, Holland and Scotland. His most notable group exhibition was in 2006 alongside
established South African artists in Ten Years of Printmaking: David Krut Print Studio. Invited artists included David Koloane, Colbert Mashile,
Deborah Bell and William Kentridge. In 2011 he exhibited in the Reunion Biennale of Contemporary Art.
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MARCO CIANFANELLI

Fracture IV, 2013
Laser-cut mild steel
63(h) x 23 (w) x 45 (d) cm
Edition of 3

Estimated value: R43,000 – R50,000
Donated by the artist

‘I am interested in making things that prompt a sense of the complexity of the present.’
Marco Cianfanelli works across the public and private realms, engaging the world in terms of systems rather than discrete objects or fenced off
territories. He realises art where one doesn’t expect to find it and tests the possibilities for artistic intervention in the public realm. He has been
involved in a wide range of projects involving art, architecture and public space.
Cianfanelli’s work embodies a variety of media and materials, from laser cut materials, masked glass and digital imaging and branding to burnt mielie
skins and sculpted sea sand. Although he uses computer-aided design and technology in the production of his work, he often engages with the more
visceral organic aspects of the materials. Marrying the application of data to more expressive gestural acts, he sets up a tension or dialogue between
the controlled accuracies of the digital realm and the uncontrollable realities of being human.
Marco Cianfanelli was born in Johannesburg in 1970 and graduated, with a distinction in Fine Art, from the University of the Witwatersrand in 1992.
He has had seven solo exhibitions and has won numerous awards, including the ABSA L’Atelier and Ampersand Fellowship. He is a member of
the design team for The Freedom Park, South Africa’s national monument to freedom, situated in Pretoria. The inauguration of his monumental
fragmented portrait sculpture, Capture, symbolically marked the 50th anniversary of Nelson Mandela’s capture at the site in the KwaZulu Natal
Midlands. Cianfanelli’s work can be found in public and private collections in South Africa, Europe and the United States.
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ELLERMAN HOUSE VILLA

2 NIGHTS FOR 6 PEOPLE IN AN ELLERMAN HOUSE VILLA

Value: R100,000
Donated by Ellerman House
Ellerman House is the quintessential urban retreat, close to all the attractions of Cape Town yet tucked away in Bantry Bay with its spectacular
Atlantic Ocean views, dramatic mountain scenery and proximity to fine beaches. In contrast to the old-world elegance of Ellerman House, two luxury
villas add a glamorous edge to the hotel’s classic style and refined ambience. Entirely separate from Ellerman House yet on the same property, these
exclusive-use, privately staffed villas offer all the benefits of being attached to a small hotel with the advantage of complete privacy and flexibility.
Both villas are perfectly suited to families or friends with en suite bedrooms, spacious entertainment and relaxation areas, and private infinity pools.
Villa One comprises a formal lounge, TV lounge, dining room, and study, spacious outdoor living and pool. Upstairs, there are three bedrooms with
spacious bathrooms and private terraces and a small reading room. Villa One also houses the Ellerman House Spa and two deluxe spa bedrooms
on the ground level.
Villa Two has three bedrooms with open-plan style bathrooms and private terraces. There is also a study and private cinema on this level. The
top floor’s open-plan living and dining areas flow outdoors onto two terraces and the pool. Below Villa Two is the Ellerman House Wine Gallery, a
showcase for South African wine and the hotel’s vast wine collection.
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SINGITA KRUGER NATIONAL PARK
2 NIGHTS FOR 2 GUESTS AT SINGITA KRUGER NATIONAL PARK (LEBOMBO OR SWENI LODGE)

Value: R69,200
Donated by Singita
Singita’s concession in the Kruger National Park was granted in 2001 partly because of Singita’s outstanding record and steadfast commitment
to conservation as well as its minimal environmental footprint. Singita Kruger National Park’s mission is to create and maintain a balance between
conservation, community development and ecotourism.
The lodges, Singita Lebombo and Sweni, have been built with this ideal in mind and integrate the ‘touch the earth lightly’ philosophy into every aspect
of their daily operations. Singita Lebombo and Sweni lodges lie in the southeastern reaches of the Kruger National Park, on South Africa’s border
with Mozambique. Situated on 33,000 acres, Singita’s concession is an isolated piece of pristine wilderness where a unique wildlife population thrives
across four distinct ecological zones. This area is especially well-known for the remarkable concentration of the ‘Big 5’ and four particularly formidable
prides of lions.
Your stay includes luxurious accommodation with spectacular views and a private deck, all meals, all beverages (excluding French Champagne),
twice daily open Land Rover safaris, walking safaris, mountain biking safaris (accompanied by experienced guides and trackers), return road
transfers between the Satara airstrip and the lodges and laundry service. Flights are excluded. The offer is valid from 16 January 2015 through to
19 December 2015, subject to availability and is not redeemable for cash.
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GREAT PLAINS SELINDA CAMP
TWO NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT SELINDA CAMP (BOTSWANA).

Value: R43,000
Donated by
Great Plains Conservation
Selinda Camp rests on the banks of the eastern Selinda Spillway in the 320,000-acre Selinda Reserve of northern Botswana. This prime location is
deep within rich wildlife territory. Selinda Camp is a relaxed, yet luxurious, safari camp and has established itself as one of the gems in the region
with a harmonious blend of a classic tented bush camp interwoven with contemporary amenities.
The extensive raised decks, surrounding both the main lounge and guest tents, allow guests to have a meal or a relaxing afternoon while still enjoying
wildlife viewing. There is hardly a moment in camp when there isn’t an animal in sight. On safari it is possible to see a tremendous diversity of species,
from resident prides of lion to huge herds of elephant and packs of wild dog. It is also home to the ungulates, from the rare roan to the ubiquitous
zebra. Exploration of this vast area defies imagination... by foot, 4x4 open game drive vehicle, boat or simply sitting quietly in a hide.
The offer includes all meals, beverages (excluding premium brand imports) along with daily scheduled wildlife viewing activities. Excluded from this
offer are the inter camp air transfers between Maun and Selinda Camp, regional and/or international flights to Maun, Botswana, visas if required and
items of a personal nature including curios.
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RAFFLES
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RAFFLE ONE - R5,000 PER TICKET

BUY A COMPUTER FOR THE CLICK FOUNDATION AND STAND A CHANCE TO WIN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PRIZES
1. 2 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT ELLERMAN HOUSE
Value: R28 000 Donated by Ellerman House
2. CANON DIGITAL CAMERA WITH LENS
Value: R28 000 Donated by Anonymous
3. 2 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT LA RESIDENCE IN FRANSCHHOEK
Value: R25 000 Donated by La Residence
4. 2 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT BIRKENHEAD HOUSE, HERMANUS
Value: R24 000 Donated by Birkenhead House
5. 2 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT ROYAL CHUNDU, ZAMBIA
Value: R24 000 Donated by Royal Chundu
6. 1 NIGHT FOR 2 PEOPLE AT BABYLONSTOREN & DINNER
Value: R6 000 Donated by Babylonstoren
7. BESPOKE BRAAMFONTEIN CITY SAFARI WITH 1 NIGHT FOR 2 PEOPLE AT EASYHOTEL
Value: R4 000 Donated by Easy Hotel & Southpoint
8. QMS WONDERSET & QMS COLLAGEN REPLACEMENT FACIAL
Value: R3 500 QMS Cosmetics
9. 1 x DERMAL FILLER TREATMENT FOR LIP ENHANCEMENT OR THE FILLING OF DEEP FACIAL
LINES WITH DR. DOUCAS (PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGEON)
Value: R3 150 Donated by Dr Gabriel Doucas
10. SAXON MASSAGE AND RASUAL SPA RITUAL
Value: R1 390 Donated by The Saxon
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RAFFLE TWO - FOR R1,000 PER TICKET

FUND THE ONGOING ANNUAL COST OF A CHILD ON THE CLICK FOUNDATION PROGRAMME FOR A YEAR

1. 2 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT DELAIRE, STELLENBOSCH
Value: R21 600 Donated by Delaire
2. 2 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE AT LE QUARTIER FRANCAIS, FRANSCHHOEK
Value: R10 700 Donated by Le Quartier Francais
3. DINNER FOR 6 PEOPLE IN THE ELLERMAN WINE GALLERY PAIRED WITH WINES
Value: R9 000 Donated by Ellerman House
4. QMS WONDERSET & QMS COLLAGEN REPLACEMENT FACIAL
Value: R3 500 Donated by Pure Aesthetics
5. IAN MARLEY ARTWORK
Value: R3 500 Donated by Ian Marley
6. 1 x BOTTLE BENRIACH 1995 SINGLE CASK NUMBER 5698
Value: R2 000 Donated by MAC Consulting
7. SAXON MASSAGE & SLEEP & CHROMOTHERAPY TREATMENT
Value: R1 690 Donated by The Saxon
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DAVID HIGGS

CHEFS

David Higgs started his career as a chef in 1990 at The Tulbagh, a 3-star Protea hotel in Cape Town.
After a year of cooking breakfasts he realised that he had found his calling and he joined Bill Stafford
at Peers restaurant, situated on the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront in Cape Town. In 1991 he enrolled at
the Cape Town Technikon for the 3 year Diploma in Professional Cookery and in 2003 he won the title
as Young Chef of South Africa from Chaine de Rottisseurs (an international society devoted to choice
dining and the camaraderie of the table.)
From 1997 to 2004 David was a member of the South African National Culinary Team. He represented
South Africa at both the Culinary World Cup in Switzerland and the Culinary Olympics in Germany. In
2000 he started his own cooking school. “It was another fundamental step in my personal development.”
The school was named: The Higgs School of Good Cooking. In October 2004 he joined the new
owners of Meerendal, a wine farm on the ouskirts of Durbanville and became part of this milestone
development. He moved the school to the farm and started up two restaurants in order to give the
students practical experience in addition to theoretical training. In 2007, after selling his shares in all the
businesses, he left Meerendal to open a fine dining restaurant with Jean Engelbrecht in the old cellar on
the historical wine estate, Rust en Vrede, outside Stellenbosch. “It was the perfect opportunity to really
get back to serving top end food and developing personal relations with all my guests. And I could get
back into the kitchen and start cooking again.” In mid-2012 David joined the Saxon Boutique Hotel in
Johannesburg as their Executive Chef.

DIRK GIESELMANN
Dirk Gieselmann was born in 1971 in Birkesdorf, Germany. Dirk has been passionate about cooking
since the age of 16 although he took a more traditional route and set out to study engineering. His
passion won eventually and in 1996 he decided to leave engineering school and become an apprentice
chef.
He began at the restaurant Gala, in Aix-la-Chapelle,taught by Chefs Uwe Quitter and Maurice de Boer.
His efforts were rewarded when he earned the title of Best Apprentice Nordrhein-Westfalen.
He continued on to Denzlingen and the Rebstockstube where he worked under Adolf Frey. Then in
1999, he crossed the threshold of the Auberge de L’Ill, for his first real position as Commis de Cuisine;
he was soon promoted to Chef de Partie. In 2001 he left the Auberge de l’Illfor the Beachcomber
Intercontinental in Tahiti, where he seconded the Executive Chef Bruno Schmidt.
He adapted the cuisine of the Auberge de L’Ill to use local produce and created his own menus for
their restaurant Le Lotus. Next he was off to the United States to spend a while at Cirque in New York
and then back to France and the Négresco in Nice working with Michel del Burgo. In 2004 he became
Assistant Chef to Olivier Brulardat La Réserve de Beaulieu in Beaulieu-sur-Mer where he stayed for
three years. In 2007 he went back to the Auberge de L’Ill and joined Marc Habaerlin as Chef de Cuisine.
Passionate about seasonality and local provenance, Chef Gieselmann is currently foraging the farms
and markets of the city and surrounding countryside, acquiring the best possible ingredients on which
to base his menus at The Four Seasons Hotel, The Westcliff.
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JAMES DIACK
James Diack, who studied at the ICA in Stellenbosch, has been lucky to work for some of South
African’s most celebrated chefs over the years. He started with Bruce Robertson at The Showroom,
then allowed his love for pastry to grow with respected pastry chef, Nicolas van der Walt. James
jumped at the chance to be Richard Carstens’ pastry chef at Manolo – after just a few months he
became Richard’s sous chef – and there was even a stint with Mike Bassett at Ginga. Back in Joburg,
the bulk of his management training came from time at a fine dining catering company and he worked
for just over two years at local Italian eatery, Pomodoro, before the opportunity of owning his own
restaurant presented itself.
Coobs is a eclectic contemporary bistro set in the the bustling Fourth Ave in Parkhurst in a new
centre, its modern architecture goes well with the look and feel presented at Coobs. “The dishes we
serve are complex in their simplicity,” James explains – a line he stole from his former head chef and
mentor, Richard Carstens. Opening Coobs presented James with the opportunity to be in control of the
provenance of his ingredients - the family farm provides him with a diverse range of the freshest organic
and free range products. He embraces this by cooking in a manner which allows the ingredients to be
the stars of the show; he simply uses his skill to combine the flavours and textures of the ingredients
to present uniquely delicious food.

Veronica Canha-Hibbert began her career in 1999 at The Mount Nelson as an apprentice under Garth
Strobel. After qualifying she headed abroad to work in various Five Star establishments in England.
In 2008, she returned to Cape Town and started as Executive Chef at the magnificent Ellerman
House. “I am honored to be at the helm of Ellerman House’s exceptional culinary team. We enjoy
creating bespoke daily menus tailored to our guests’ needs. Our goal is to provide a world-class
dining experience that offers an authentic taste of Cape Town.” Seasonal, fresh ingredients are the
basis of all her dishes. Veronica believes that working with the best quality produce allows her the
freedom to create meals that are not only visually pleasing but also balanced in taste and texture.
Even with the ever-changing menus there remains a singular vision: to create relevant dishes that
showcase innovation and skill without relying on theatrics. A meal at Ellerman House is as memorable
and beautiful as the art that surrounds it.
Liezl Odendaal joined the Ellerman House Kitchen Brigade in 2012 as the Pastry Chef. She is a
young talented chef who has been the creative mastermind behind the new more modern creations
found on the lunch and dinner dessert menus. Liezl studied at ICA and has worked in some of the
best restaurant kitchens in South Africa, namely La Columbe, Myoga and Nova. Some of the chefs
she has worked with are among the top chefs in South Africa, namely Richard Carstens, Mike Basset
and Luke Dale Roberts all of whom have mentored her. “At Ellerman House we are inspired by the
surroundings and the beautiful art, and as chefs, we are able to create artworks on a plate.”
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CHEFS

VERONICA CANHA-HIBBERT & LIEZL ODENDAAL

MAKE A DONATION TO THE CLICK FOUNDATION WHILE EARNING
A SOUND INVESTMENT RETURN
TOWER CHARITY FEE CLASS
Tower Capital offers a charity fee class whereby 30% of fees received on any
investment in its flagship equity long/short fund, the Tower Fund, are donated to
Click Foundation.
Tower Capital is a niche investment manager specializing in active alternative
strategies. The Tower Fund has a 5 year track-record and has consistently ranked
as one of the top performers in its class.

Contact Andrew Ludwig
T +27 11 722 7384 I andrew@towercapital.co. za I www.towercapital.co.za
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